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Texture, photo by Linda Lundberg
For more information about the
club, check out the website at:
oceansidephotographers.ca
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The aim of Oceanside Photographers is to promote learning, sharing and enjoyment of photography in a convivial atmosphere.
Contact information for all those on management is available
on our website. If you have any questions please feel free to
contact the editor by phone at 250-586-3323 or email me at
newsletter@oceansidephotographers.ca
Guest Speakers

Field Trips

September: David Popham, composition
October :
Michael van der Tol, local
photographer, check out his website.
www.michaelvandertol.com

Please note
Next Meeting will be
Wednesday, September 5th,
2012 in
Pioneer Hall East at the
Civic Centre. The big room at
the front of the building on
your right.

September’s FT is Horne
Lake Caves, lunch at The
Sand Bar Café
October’s FT is Big
Qualicum Fish Hatchery,
lunch at The Fanny Bay
Inn (For info on FT’s see
the website)

Assignments
September: Manmade & Natural—
Due Sept 20th.
October: Roads and Lanes, due
October 20th.

Monthly P hoto Assignment Clarification
Questions were raised at the August meeting about the ‘when and where’
of assignment photos. As President Kim pointed out, assignment means just
that. You have been given the assignment for that subject and the photo has to
be taken within 3 months of submission. No pulling photos from your files that
are 5 years old. It does not have to be taken locally, or even in the country, so
long as it is current. Don’t forget the date of the image is encoded into your
photo!
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Club Bulletin Board

Please Note
It was decided that
there will be no more
coffee and goodies
served at the meetings.
Feel free to bring your
own.

Education Meeting
The third Tuesday of
the month at 7PM at
QB Civic Centre.
As of September, we
will be meeting in the
Windsor Room.

Submission Deadline for the Oct Newsletter is Sept 23rd

If you have photos in the members page on
the website and have not updated them for a
long time, would you please do so. It would
be nice to see some new images!

Due to allergies, asthma and other conditions,
we request that you do not wear anything with a
fragrance to the club meetings. Thank you from
those who suffer!
Please remember to wear your name tag at
each general meeting, education meeting and
field trip. We have so many new members it
would be nice to be able to put a name to the
face.
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First Place: Black & White
Shelley Harynuk

First Place: Colour
Susan Lightburn

Second Place: Black & White
Christine Budimir

Second Place: Colour
Mary Watts

First Place: Digital Art
Bill Pennings
Second Place: Digital Art
Ray Griffiths
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What is a 1.5X or 1.6X Conversion factor?
(From August/September 2012 Photolife Mag)
For old school photographers, a 50mm lens is a standard lens, a 28mm is a wideangle and a 400mm is considered a powerful telephoto lens. And indeed, in the
old way of doing things these were correct statements. But digital cameras with
their non– standardized sensor sizes have muddled things and have altered the
standards we thought would never change.
To bridge the gap between the established standards of the 35mm film era
and the new ones that have come with digital, it is necessary to use a conversion
factor, or crop factor, which translates the given focal length of a lens to its
equivalent when used on a 35mm camera. To give you a better understanding of
the conversion factor, allow me to step briefly back in time.
35mm film first borrowed from the world of cinema in 1913, 35mm film exploded into the photographic scene thanks to Oskar Barnack, the creator of Leica
Cameras. The Leica I appeared on the market in 1925 and it used cinematographic film in a new way that took full advantage of the entire 24 x 36 mm photosensitive surface.
50MM: The Standard Lens. The Leica
I was sold with a 50mm lens. This
lens was called ‘standard’ because
looking through the optical viewfinder
showed about the same angle of view
as the human eye, that is, 46 degrees. (The angle of view is usually
calculated on the diagonal of the film
plane or sensor) The 50mm lens
doesn’t magnify or distance the subject; it approximately replicates human vision.
Pythagoras: If we want to find the lens that mathematically replicates the exact
angle covered by our eye, the calculation
is relatively simple—just find the diagonal length of the film plane or sensor, in
millimetres. Thankfully, the good Pythagoras gave us a theorem: In a right
triangle, the square of the length of the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the
square of the length of each of the two
other sides. I’ll save you the math; we
get 433mm.

Continued….
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So when aimed, a 43.3mm lens would accurately reflect that which we seewith our eyes. A lens with a shorter focal length would be a wide angle, which
tends to distance the subject while opening up the angle of vision. (A 28mm lens
gives an angle of view of 76 degrees.) Inversely, when you look through a
200mm lens, the subject appears closer to us—four times closer in fact. (The angle of view narrows to only 12 degrees.
Digitally Speaking, the majority of DSLR’s on the market have sensors with dimensions smaller than those of a 35mm film. For example, the sensor of a
Canon Rebel T3i is only 22.3 x 14.9mm (instead of 24 x 36mm) So, you might
ask, what about its ‘standard’ lens? Great question; it’s shorter than the standard
50mm lens of the 35mm film era. According to Pythagoras, it’s only 27mm. For
a Nikon D7000, with an APS-C senor size of 23.6 x 15.6mm, the standard lens is
28mm.
To sum it up, if we were to take a Leica I equipped with its 50mm standard
lens and were to compare the angle of view of a Canon Rebel T3i with a zoom set
at 27mm and that of a Nikon D7000 with a zoom set at 28mm, we would have
the same 46 degree angle of view with each one! Each one would show the same
field of vision.

However, the full-frame DSLR’s have 24 x 36mm sensors, so no conversion
is necessary. Mounted on one of these cameras a 50mm lens would have an effective focal length of 50mm and would show the same angle of view as it would
on a 35mm camera.
Conversion factors of 1.5X, 1.6X or 2X. As you can see, the conversion factor helps us evaluate the effective focal length of a lens when compared to the
35mm reference. For example, some lenses created for full frame (24 x 36mm)
cameras can be mounted on smaller sensor cameras. If we take a 300mm lens
and attach it to a full-frame camera body, we’d see in the view finder what we
would expect to see from a lens of this focal length: an angle of view of 8 degrees
and a 6X magnification. But if we put this same lens on a D7000 with a smaller
sensor, its angle of view multiplies because some of the images fall outside the
sensor area. This 300mm lens would show 1.5X more magnification in the D7000
viewfinder, the equivalent of a 450mm lens.
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We use the conversion factor of 1.5X when we talk about Nikon, Pentax and
Sony camera bodies that use APS-C sensors; we apply a factor of 1.6X in the
case of Canon Bodies (Rebel, 60D and 7D), which have slightly smaller sensors
and a factor of 2X for cameras using the Four-Thirds format (17.3 x 13mm) like
Olympus and Panasonic.
Why is it useful to know this conversion factor? Quite simply, it is useful to
evaluate the optical magnification. Once your conversion factor is applied to your
lens, you can divide this number by 50mm standard. A 600mm equivalent shows
the subject as if it were 12 times closer (600/50=12). A 25mm wide-angle lens
seems to double the distance that separates us from our subject (25/50=0.5,)
and so on.
With time, I promise, you get used to these mental gymnastics!!

Island Exposures Gallery
#5 183 West Island Hwy, Parksville

presents a

Photography Workshop
for youths aged 7 to 12
with

Lynn Page
Saturday September 22, 2012
10am — 12noon
Register early as numbers are limited

250 586-5225
Cost $25.00 Camera included

PLEASE NOTE THAT IF YOU WISH TO SEND ME PHOTOS OR ARTICLES
THE CORRECT EMAIL ADDRESS IS AS FOLLOWS;NEWSLETTER@OCEANSIDEPHOTOGRAPHERS.CA
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From The Editor’s Desk
Coming out of one’s comfort zone is always a good
thing. It is so easy to become entrenched and comfortable
doing the same old thing over and over again. Keeping this
in mind, I decided to sign up for TOSH’s ‘A Day In The Life
Of Qualicum Beach At Play.’ The thought of randomly taking photos of people going about their business was daunting. I’d feel self-conscious, foolish and besides, I told myself, I really don’t like taking photos of people! So I wisely
signed up for Paul Kyba’s talk on how to approach street
photography. (Paul is TOSH’s in house photographer and
he shoots in film.) Boy, was I glad that I did. It was heartening to hear Paul say
that at first he would wander around until he got into the ‘zone’ and once there,
he was off and running and inspired. I knew just what he meant about needing
to be in the zone, or the mood, or whatever that intangible feeling is you get
when you know that you are on a roll and really into your subject.
There was no shortage of subjects to photograph, with St. Mark’s Flea
Market, the Farmers’ Market, TOSH events, and artists dotted about in their assigned spots for the ‘grand prix d’art en plain.’ I took Paul’s advice seriously,
didn’t wear my Oceanside name tag, used my 50mm lens and got in close, wore
subdued cloths and generally tried to be inconspicuous. I decided to set my
camera to F8, with an ISO of 200 as it was overcast in the morning. I found
these settings worked well and I liked the fact that there were no harsh shadows
to contend with.
Did I capture any great images, no, but I had a lot of fun and was happy
knowing that I had actually enjoyed taking photos of people. It also gave me a
deep appreciation for all street photographers and photo journalist. I will submit my 7 favourites to TOSH at the beginning of September and see how it goes!
Nothing ventured, nothing gained! All of the chosen photos from those who participated will be exhibited at TOSH in February, along with a newspaper supplement.
It is hard to believe that we are almost into September! I swear that time
is speeding up, or is it that I am aware, that for me, it is running out! Hopefully
I will get some nice images Fall colours before that happens!

Submitting assignment photos to the Club website
Everyone can submit a monthly assignment photo to the website. If you have
not submitted a photo, you may still judge the photos. In fact, we strongly encourage you to do so. If you have any problems downloading your photo contact Jack Harynuk via the website and he will assist you.
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Les McLean photo Bio:

Born in Vancouver (the other one in Washington State) and grew up in Central Oregon but mostly south of San Diego in Chula Vista, CA. This was during
the surfing and, slightly late to, the hippie era.
My senior year in high school in 1962 –‘63 I had an elective that had to be
filled and one of my less academic friends suggested taking the photography
class as you could spend the period wondering the halls and class was a breeze.
Fortunately, I had also chosen to take typing. Seeing an image come up in the
developer for the first time; I was hooked. This was magic that I could do! From
then on I spent my time in the darkroom while the others goofed off and wandered the halls.
After high school graduation I went to college attending schools in San
Diego and in Bend, Oregon where I started in Engineering but soon gave into the
urge to give photography a try. Instinctually I know that was where I wanted to
be. Back then the only way to get into the school darkroom was to take Journalism. At that time there were no dedicated photography classes outside of very
expensive art schools. It turned out to work in my favour as I enjoyed Journalism, got top grades and it added another choice to my career options.
One summer I was looking for employment to help finance my schooling
when I stumbled upon the chance to work at the local city newspaper, the San
Diego Union / Evening Tribune, as a Copy Boy. The Copy Boy position largely involved cutting clippings of articles and running errands all over the multi-story
building. It took me everywhere from the paper’s own library and Publisher’s office at the top of the tower to the incredibly noisy press room at ground floor
level. The real advantage of the job (for me) was that the Copy Desk was immediately adjacent to, and just outside of, the Photo Lab. In my spare time I
started bugging the Chief Photographer, who was a rather jaded WWII veteran
photographer, to let me do some printing in the darkroom. Naturally, he was
very skeptical but eventually he decided that it would be the fastest way to be
done with me.
That’s when the hundreds of hours I had spent in the school darkrooms
paid off, as I was able to demonstrate that I knew what I was doing. From there
I was eventually hired on a six month probationary basis. To start with I was
given the job of taking the “studio” shots which mostly involved taking ‘mug
shots’ and still life’s. Again, this is where my schooling experience with 4 x 5 studio cameras and studio lighting theory paid off. I really enjoyed working with
those big clunky cameras that had to pretty much live on a tripod. They have so
many controls that allow you to be creative and it was just fun for me.
Continued...
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From there I advanced to going out on assignments with some of the best
photographers. Some of them were pretty dour but I learned to love working
with them as well as the ‘fun’ guys who would take me to bullfights in Tijuana on
their days off. Eventually I was entrusted with the keys to one of the radio dispatched cars and given basic assignments to cover on my own. Even I was surprised by how quickly I was getting front page and full page photo spreads and
was being given some of the ‘plum’ assignments covering the anti-war protests
and celebrity visitors to San Diego. One day I was working with some idle time at
the office when it occurred to me that six months had passed with a few weeks to
spare. That’s when I knew that I had made it onto the staff of a major newspaper with 16 other working photographers. When hired I was 20 years old and the
youngest there. The photo staff served both newspapers, the Union in the morning and the Evening Tribune in the afternoon so we worked a 24 hour shift and
were exposed to every sort of assignment a big city paper had to offer.
Needless to say, I benefited massively from the many accumulated years of
experience that I had available to draw upon. When in the office I could wonder
into any of the eight darkrooms and spend time watching, talking to, and learning
from the real pros.
In my time at the paper I had the good fortune to meet and photograph
people like Moshe Dayan, who was the Israeli Defense Minister at the time; Rudolf Nureyev, the famed ballet dancer and the Moody Blues, after a concert, for
instance. Other assignments placed me in the Press Box and on the sideline for
NFL football, pro basketball and hockey games. While at the paper I also had
sales to Life Magazine, Associated Press and other news agencies as well as working for corporations doing PR type photography for them. Recently I have been a
‘stringer’ for both the Sun and The Province papers here in B.C.
As a metropolitan news photographer you had to learn to give directions to
and communicate with heads of state and royalty, which I have done. It was a
“dream job” and I was on a roll but
it was also when the Viet Nam War
was at its height. As an eligible
male I was going to either join the
military or be drafted. (There was
the other option of going to
Leavenworth Prison or fleeing
North, but neither occurred to me.)
If I was drafted I would have ended
up in the rice paddies for certain.
So, while I was out photographing
the anti-war protests in the streets
of San Diego for the paper, I joined
and became a Navy Reservist on
Les typing idents at the Union Tribune
inactive duty.
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After a year of training on weekends, still working at the paper, I was called
to active duty for two years of full-time service. My paper job was guaranteed on
discharge from the navy.
In the Navy I served as a photographer and was in charge of the photo lab
on a large ship with a crew of over 300. The ship was a service and supply vessel
that repaired and re-supplied destroyers that were fighting off the coast of Viet
Nam. I was very much against the war so it was a tumultuous time for me. My
term of service involved a year in Long Beach, CA and a year in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii so it wasn’t all hardship, to say the least. After discharge from the Navy I
went back to the newspaper, saved my money and quit the paper to travel across
the U.S., Canada, Iceland and parts of Central Europe.
It was a Navy training cruise that first brought me to Vancouver, B.C.
That’s when I fell in love with the city, the people and the country. After my
travels in Europe I settled in Vancouver, met Sue, my wife of 40 years and have
lived in B.C ever since. Now, I am solely a Canadian citizen and am especially
happy to live in Parksville and Oceanside. Living here is a real dream that has
come true.
I joined the photo club as an opportunity to learn and to pass on to others
some of the knowledge I have accrued over the years. It’s a real privilege to be
a part of such a vibrant and enthusiastic group, living in a wonderfully photogenic
setting.
We are very blessed to live in a still relatively pristine ocean environment.
I feel it should be a part of our mission to portray the beauty around us in the
hope that our images will help to inspire others to preserve the bounty we enjoy,
for future generations.

Chief Photographer & Les in the office

Les in Flight Suit 1097
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Goat eats Les’ film!

Les on Union Tribune’s Corvair

Tip for Viewing Assignment Photos
Someone at the August meeting pointed out that the assignment photos
on the website appeared fuzzy! What you need to do is click on the fuzzy photo
behind the film strip and you will then get the same photo that is now in sharp
focus. (You will have to use the back arrow to return to viewing the others. )
When you place your cursor over the large photo behind the film strip it will say
‘go to url’ so double click and it will come up with the same photo in sharp focus.
You need to see the photos this way in order to make your final voting decisions.

“ Nothing happens when you sit at home. I always make it a point to
carry a camera with me at all times…I just shoot at w hat interests me at
that moment.” – Elliott Erwitt
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Photo C hallenge, ‘Shutterbug Spotlight’
Each month we will post a photo challenge and the chosen submitted
photo will feature on the front cover of the newsletter. October’s challenge
photo is ‘Fall Colours.’
There are no limitations as to how you do it. Black &
white, colour, manipulated. Have fun with it. The photo must have been taken
this year.
Please send it no less than 1 MB. Email photo to: newsletter@oceansidephotographers.ca Deadline is September 23rd for October’s edition. Each month a different committee will pick the front page. The images are
sent to them anonymously. *Only one photo per person Please!!
With so many new members, when submitting, Please give me your full
name, just your email address is not enough. Thanks.
Please read these instructions before sending your photo!
Please note email address!!!!!

Last of the Season, Afternoon Art
The Wednesday afternoon following the monthly General Meeting is
‘afternoon of art’. We will meet at TOSH at 2 PM to view their latest exhibit and
depending on the weather, we will continue to other galleries in the village or
even beyond. After checking out the art, we will find a good spot for tea and
chat. This is a great opportunity for new members to get to know other members. We will wrap it up for the winter by having the last tour in September and
will resume again in the spring if there is enough interest.

For Sale
Epson R1800 new ink cartridges for sale at a very reasonable price.
Phone 250-586.3323

Please Note

In September, club meetings will be held in
the big room, Pioneer Hall East at the Civic
Centre.
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Shutterbug Front Page
Thank you to the twelve people who sent in Texture images. There was some
very interesting photos. Linda’s photo was chosen for the cover, with the following comment. The contrast between the rough bark of the tree and the smooth
feathers of the bird is interesting. It may have been better to have eliminated
the green on the top left. Here are a few of the other photos.

L-R: Dave Courtice, Vivienne Bearder,
Ed Fenton
Bottom Right: Diane Spence

DID YOU KNOW?
ISLAND EXPOSURES ART GALLERY WILL GIVE ALL
OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS A 20% DISCOUNT.
Talk to Craig Carmichael at 5-183 West Island Highway, Parksville
Phone:250-586-5225
Craig can meet all your custom framing needs and do spectacular canvas
wraps.
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AGS has printed our newsletter free for over 4 years. They are still offering
club members 10% discount on their normally stocked computer accessories,
computer parts, printers, printer ink/toner and labour on in shop computer repairs. See them at #1-501 Stanford Ave East, Parksville.

